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From equation (21),
7=0.35X591+0.65 A/59i2 + 4X3032 = 757 Ibs.
If a pull of one pound on an 8-inch wrench applied to a 1-inch bolt can induce a unit fiber stress of 757 Ibs., since equations (16) and (20) show that the stress increases directly as the pull, it follows that a pull of 30 Ibs., such as is readily exerted by a workman, will induce a stress of 30X757 = 22,710 Ibs. per square inch.
91. Wrench Pull.—If this turning up be gradual and the bolt is riot subjected to working stresses, this would be safe for either wrought iron or mild steel. On the other hand, if the final turning be done suddenly by means of a jerking motion or a blow, or a long wrench be used, or even an extra-strong gradual pull be exerted, there is evident danger of / having a value beyond the elastic limit of the material, even reaching the ultimate strength.
It will be noticed also that the torsional action increases the
fiber stress over that due to pure tension in the ratio of ~~, i.e..
59* in this problem, an increase of over 25 per cent.    In general this
increase will be from 15 to 20 per cent, depending chiefly upon the relation existing between /j. and //. It should also be noted that the pure tension, T, induced in the bolt by the moment PI may be taken as the measure of the pressure existing between the surfaces E-F (Fig. 78). In our problem this pressure, for P = 3o Ibs., would become 30X74.467=2234 Ibs.
As a general rule the length of wrench used by the workman is fifteen or sixteen times di, the diameter of bolt, and it may be stated that T = 7^P for U. S. standard threads.

